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 This Kimberbell pillow design is cute and fun to make!  This Sunday class will get you off 
to a great start on the project, but not complete that day.  We will work on the different 
techniques and “parts” so that you can finish the pillow at home.  It would help if you pick up 
your kit the week of January 16th or so in order to have SF101 on the background fabrics and 
ready to go.  This supply list should include all you need to bring that is not in the kit.  If you 
are not using a kit from here your instructions will list what you need. 
 
1—Download the design from our website (or elsewhere) and print or load your instructions 
 so that you can prepare and follow in class.  Have designs on a USB ready to go 
2—Quilting designs are not included in your download and are available as a separate  
 download.  Please see me if you are planning to use those—they allow for pre-quilting 
 your backgrounds for the blocks and omitting batting from the seams 
 
Bring:  Embroidery machine with power cord, embroidery unit and embroidery foot 
 -Large hoop -6 X 10 minimum (quilt designs may need to be reduced slightly) 
 -5 X 7 hoop 
 -Mesh cutaway (Power or No-Show) 
 -Tearaway 
 - Applique trimming Scissors and basic sewing notions 
 -Kimberbell paper tape or Floriani Pink tape 
 -Batting (Kimberbell Project Batting suggested) 
 -SF101 (Shape Flex) for backgrounds 
 -Embroidery Bobbin--pre-filled is fine 
 -Embroidery Threads—this list is the ones I used: Pink ES305,  Red FL190, Teal FL2040 
  Hot Pink FL023, Lt Pink FL151, Lt Yellow ES212, Lt Green FL244, Brown FL778, 
  Lt Blue FL310, Dk Green ES240  plus  Black, Dk Gray, White and your choice for 
  Background Quilting—I used a variegated pastel.  List is on page 4 of instructions 
 
If using a kit—fabrics are all included EXCEPT back and binding.  I know some will not 
construct a pillow, but the fabrics suggested are available here for purchase.   
 Embellishments are included in the kits also, 
except loose glitter, pillow form and water soluble thread  
(see page 7 of the instructions)   
 
If you have questions—just call or stop by!  
           Jeannie 
  


